Notes
Missouri Statewide Imagery Meeting
June 27, 2:00 PM
Attendees:
Name
Ray Fox
Arnold Williams
Tony Spicci
Steve Marsh
Jason Warzinik
Steve Hofferber
Matt Gerike
Melissa Johnson
Mike Dulan

Agency
USGS
ITSD/GIS
Conservation
MARC
Boone County
St Joseph
Columbia
Cole County
USACE-KC

Name
Jeff Schloss
Mark Duewell
Scott Zeller
Greg Resz
Patsy Alexander
Paul Wright
Dale Schmutzler
Kimberly Hoke

Agency
ITSD/GIS
MSDIS
SEMA
Jefferson City
Taney County
ITSD/GIS
SEMA
DNR

ACTIONS:

1. Paul Wright to request ½ meter estimates for the state from all four
contractors.
2. Ray to add Buchanan, Platte, Clay, Jackson, Cass, Camden, Butler, and
Washington counties to six inch interest map.
a. Note: Butler and Washington are partial areas but do not have a
shapefile of their area of interest.
3. Joe Carter to continue canvassing DOT on interest in state-wide
contribution.
4. Steve, Jason, Mark, and Ray to begin work on developing plan of action.
a. Idea is to market the state contract to locals, emphasizing the cost
savings of larger project areas.
5. Tony to send a call out to NSGIC asking for examples on how other states
implemented state-wide programs.
6. Ray to provide a news item to Melissa for the MMA newsletter by July 8.
7. Unassigned action to contact Public Safety about support of this effort.
Agenda:
Review of state contract:
Review of areas saying they are interested in higher resolution
Ray provided list of all local communities that have contacted him. Without shapefiles
Ray will include the entire county
Can we ask the four contractors to provide estimates?
Paul said yes we can and will begin the process.

MACOG suggested we ask for stateside six inch imagery quote and work towards that goal.
Not seen as practical although one foot may be more feasible.
Several regions need their imagery in 2014, how to accommodate?
Agreed that it isn’t likely we will have funding to do the entire state in one year. Locals
that need imagery in 14 will be encouraged to do so, program may be for 15 and 16, but
14 is a possibility.
Will the state agencies have adequate funding to fly all in one year?
Do not think so at this time but estimates will help make determination.
Building a state program:
Suggestion made that instead of a one year effort we develop a program whereby a region of the
state is flown every year. This ensures continuity and local government can plan to have their
region flown on a continual basis.
Consensus that while collecting the entire state in one year is desirable, it is doubtful that
adequate funding will exist. Local governments have set requirements and may need to
fly in certain years.
Will require a state champion, Directors of DNR and Conservation?
Kim said it’s hard to budget for the out years. Others noted that without a champion in
state government would be hard to pull off. Hopefully the study on what other states
have done will add some interest but will be a challenge. Most agreed that it is needed
but the path may be easier if the locals buy into coordinating on their own with the state
filling in areas.
Marketing Plan: How to proceed?
Need two or three volunteers to develop a plan of action
Committee formed, Steve, Ray, Jason and Mark
MGISAC authorized $5,000 to contract this out. Do we solicit bids, do it ourselves or engage
the four contractors, maybe even pay them for the work?
Unresolved, need some estimates and plan of action before proceeding. What is needed
is a project manager that can devote adequate time to this project.

Next meeting will be called once contractors have submitted their estimates. Suggestion made to
invite them to the meeting to discuss their plans.

Current status of six‐inch areas
June 20, 2013

Missouri National Guard
Columbia
Cole, Callaway, Boone counties
Portion of Butler County (no shapefile)
Portion of Washington County (no shapefile)

